Miniaturgolf

Concrete Miniaturgolf
®
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Stümpfe

Connecting generations and creating meeting points
Minigolf – a leisure activity at which

The requirement of space is assessable:

generations compete with each other in

the ideal facility in the open air would

a playful way. Kids have a fair chance in

be approximately 1 500 square meters

this game as not strength is in demand

and indoors around 800 square meters

but skilfulness. And this fact is, of course,

would be sufficient already. Are you

also well appreciated by senior citizens.

planning a minigolf facility? Talk to us!

Minigolf – a leisure sport for any level.
The few rules are easy to learn and off
you go. An excellently playable minigolf
facility is a crowd puller for all kinds of
leisure facilities and moreover a social
meeting point in recreational areas,
health resorts, homes for the elderly,
and so on …

Unregelmäßige Passagen

Blitz
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Are you inviting to a tournament?
With the Concrete® sport facilities team
you will be on the safe side: Regulations
and standards are decisive if the game
should be played according to the rules.
Therefore the design of the Concrete®
minigolf facilities is based on the regulations of the most important minigolfsport
federations. From us you will get a facility according to tournament rules and
regulations. Thus you not only offer a lot
of leisure fun but also an attractive platform for championships and any other
minigolfsport events.
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Brücke
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Schräger Kreis mit Niere

Concrete Miniaturgolf
®

Salto mit Absperrwinkel
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Anlaufkeil mit Mitteldurchlass

Concrete Miniaturgolf
®

Mittelkreis
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Pyramiden

Quality of one casting
Success of a minigolf facility rises

The golfers enjoy a jointless court without

and falls with the fun provided for the

relief variations. And the operator enjoys

sportsmen and with the efficiency for the

just minimal maintenance expenditure.

operator.
Concrete® minigolf facilities are made
of high-class and weatherproof material.
Our know-how in the field of special concrete guarantees a precise production of
robust outdoor courses. The courses inclusive the coloured hazards.are made in
one casting. Thus longevity and solidity
are really visible.

Liegende Schleife

Rechter Winkel
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On a good foundation
The people behind Concrete® have

As the concrete parts are self-supporting

decades of experience in the production

expensive foundation works can be omit-

of precast concrete parts. Our minigolf

ted. As subsoil the individual courses

courses are made of double-ply rein-

just need an area of gravel which is

forced concrete and the surface is coated

clean, plain horizontal and compressed.

with high-duty plastic laminate. Apart
from its protective function for the courses this coating considerably increases
smooth running and precision during the
minigolf game.

Vulkan
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Rohrhügel

Concrete Miniaturgolf
®

Here the problems of standard minigolf
courses can be clearly seen. The peculiarities
of both the production and the systems lead
to an early damage of the courses caused by
weather. Moreover a precise game of minigolf
will thus be more difficult to achieve.

Gerade Bahn
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Gerade Bahn mit Hindernissen

Concrete Miniaturgolf
®

Labyrinth

Sprungschanze mit
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Further Trend Sport Facilities in Concrete -Quality
®

Really clever – Concrete® Skate Facilities
The real challenges are the obstacles
and to skate over ramps and half pipes.
Therefore a concept was needed which
is suitable for any levels and ages. More
than a hundred high-class and long-lasting skate parks in Germany and abroad
show how convincing the Concrete®
Skate Park concept is. Although the concept is easy: The individual modules can
be installed in any combination. Thus
this tailor-made and individual planning
results in terrific skate courses.

Steep – Climbing Facilities by Concrete®
Our range of climbing facilities comprises units for playgrounds, Boulder walls
and rope climbing up to a height of 20
m. For the interior a metal sub-construction with plates of glass fibre concrete is
used due to reasons of weight, whereas
for the exterior some elements are also
available in standard concrete. Owing
to the material characteristics there are
not many limits with regard to creative
design for both, the interior and the
exterior. The surfaces are covered with
CREFIX® and the structures are available
in various executions – from only slightly
structured elements up to original moulds
of solid rocks. All our climbing facilities
are of course TÜV tested by the technical
safeguard authorities in Germany.

Concrete® Table Tennis Tables
Concrete® table tennis tables unite
optimized functionality and captivating
design. The especially robust and vandalism-proof table tennis tables stand out
against their grey competition through
innovative “table-legs.” The concrete
table withstands any weather effect and
the green or blue table surface of pure
acrylic resin remains smooth and nonporous.

Concrete Sportanlagen GmbH
®

For half a century Rudolph Baustoffwerk
has been dealing with concrete. Therefore we are claiming to know all about
the subtleties about this material.
We have about 150 employees and an
in-house engineering department with
18 technical and graduated engineers.
Furthermore the extensive experience
we got through designing and producing
high-class elements for the building industry is now of great advantage for our
leisure facilities.

Concrete® Sportanlagen GmbH
www.concrete-sportanlagen.de
info@ concrete-sportanlagen.de
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